Useful Links

Social Media:
- Facebook group (the one you can join and post)
- Facebook page (the one where SPS officers post)
- Twitter: @PhySoc_Illinois
- Snapchat: @spsillinois

Academic Info:
- Course Explorer.
- Required courses for LAS Physics and for Engineering Physics.
- Enterprise Self-Service
- DARS audit
- Grad School Shopper, a well organized site with lots of information for those looking for graduate school in physics and related fields.
- The Physics Careers Resource

Undergraduate Research Info:
- NSF REUs

Other Physics RSOs:
- Society for Women in Physics (SWIP)
- Physics Van
General physics info + interesting pages:

- Physically Speaking, a blog by Associate Head of Undergraduate Programs Kevin Pitts
- American Physical Society (APS)
- Physics.org
- The American Institute of Physics